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Youtube the mad drummer

Mad drummer leaves bad gig! After much considering, I decided to leave Rick K&amp;The Allnighters to make room for new opportunities. They say one door has to close to open another. I'm immensely grateful for my happiness over the last few years, but I want a lot more!!! When I was a kid I would sit in my room listening to KISS records, and fantasise
about playing Madison Square Garden. I told my parents I was going to play there one day, and they never discouraged me. I promised them (and myself) that one day their sacrifices would pay off. Mad drummer clinic in Russia Moscow is still MAD! I will be doing a Master Class in Russia at the Glastonberry Club on June 27, at 7pm. This is a ticketed event,
and the amount is limited... so grab the ticket quickly. I would like to thank blastbeat drum shop for sponsoring this event as well as all the incredible companies I support. I'll see you there! Click on the link below for more information: ( Mad Drummer performs in Moscow Russia I was honored (along with Rick) to be a special guest at dream drum party in
Moscow Russia. We were treated like kings. Production was crazy! What a great experience. Meet &amp; Greet in Austria I'll be appearing in Klangfarbe in Vienna, Austria for a Meet &amp; Greet Meet &amp; Greet. Meet &amp; Greet. Just to be clear, it's Meet &amp; Greet, (not a Master Class or Clinic). Come out, take a picture, and we'll talk at the store
for a few hours. Mad Drummer Featured in the Advil Commercial Drummer's Wrong Gig video was recently featured in a recent ad for Advil. The commercial aired nationally for months, and has been seen by millions across the United States. The obvious question might be: Should I actually use Advil? The answer is YES. I've been using Advil for many
years. It helps me with shoulder pain. Mad drummer switches to Vater I am now approving Vater drum sticks! Having been with another big company for over a decade, I found myself struggling a bit with my sticks. I tried several different models, but it seemed that nothing helps. On a whim, I jumped online and bought a pair of Vater Drumsticks. The moment I
played them, I knew I wanted to switch. Please visit the Vater website for more information: Promotional Video for Roland For more information about NE-10/NE-1, visit Roland Connect. Please click on the link below for more information: Internet | The stunt began with VIDEO... June 1, 2010 - A random fan filmed a video of Steve Moore playing drums at an
amusement park in PA. They uploaded it to YouTube, which is the name this drummer is on The Wrong Gig! The video immediately went viral... Within weeks, Steve was recognized by Yahoo, Tosh.O, Drummerworld, Modern Drummer and DRUM Magazine, and was the theme of almost every drum forum on the web. Steve has since appeared on NBC, TV
Total, and Bio Channel, was recently recently in commericial for Advil. It has also performed in Germany, Russia, Belgium and Austria, as well as in countless terms in Slovakia. Even Mike Portnoy (drummer for Dream Theater, Avenged Sevenfold) tweeted about Steve Moore saying, OH MY GOD.... This guy RULES! I have a new hero. DRUMMER'S
INTERNET SENSATION Yahoo News Around the World | EXPOSURE GERMANY: Mad Drummer appeared in Germany #1 and late night talk show, TV Total's Stefan Raab, Steve and Rick were honored to perform with their star studded house band, The Heavytones. to a national television audience! RUSSIA: Mad Drummer played to an enthusiastic
crowd at the Philharmonic in Kursk City, Russia. Parts of the show were broadcast by TV 46 to more than 500,000 residents in the Kursk region. The interviews were broadcast on the radio station Petpo FM 105.4 with Evgeniya Kalinin. BELGIUM: Steve had the privilege of performing at the Adams Drummers Festival in Belgium. Some of the other artists
included, Benny Greb, Mark Schulman, Keith Carlock, and Thomas Lang. As a special treat, Steve closed the show along with Mike Portnoy (Dream Theater, Avenged Seven Times, Winery Dogs). THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE ... That Human Being Can Do That (Stefan Raab) TV Total Seen on | NBC PAM surrogate Pam's replacement is the seventh episode of
the eight seasons of US comedy TV series The Office, and the show is the 159th season of The Office. The episode aired on NBC in the United States, with guest stars Lindsey Broad and Steve Moore (Mad Drummer). CEO Robert California (James Spader) surprises Andy, Kevin, and Darryl when asked to join their band after discovering they have a jam
session in store. Soon after, California friends, (Lindsey Broad and Steve Moore), arrive and take over the original band. At this point Kevin (Brian Baumgartner) challenges Steve Moore to drum battles. The episode received 5.96 million views when it aired. LIKE THE VEGAS VERSION OF TOMMY LEE DRUM! Magazine Business | For Advil featured in
ADVIL COMMERCIAL Mad Drummer was recently featured in an ad for Advil. The commercial aired nationally for months, and has been seen by millions across the United States. The obvious question might be: Does Steve actually use Advil? The answer is YES. Mad Drummer has used Advil for many years, claiming it helps him with shoulder pain. #1
underrated drummer in Rock NME Magazine
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